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Abstract

Syntax definition of visual languages is required for a precise definition of a visual language; it is a
requirement for the automatic creation of tools that process diagrams of the language. This paper
describes a lecture together with an exercise which have been given by the author at the SegraVis
Summer-School at Schloss Dagstuhl, Germany, in May 2004. The paper presents in a tutorial like
way the DiaGen approach of defining visual language syntax with hypergraphs and hypergraph
grammars.
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1 Introduction

Syntax of a language describes how sentences of the language may be com-
posed from their constituents. Sentences of visual (modeling) languages (VLs)
are diagrams, e.g., statechart diagrams, and diagrams consist of constituents
that are primitive diagram components like arrows or circles, but also textual
labels. Syntax, therefore, is essential for exactly specifying the language, but
most applications also require syntax checking procedures that allow for dis-
tinguishing between diagrams which belong to the language and those that
do not. Moreover, the structure of correct diagrams has to be determined
automatically. VL designers and application developers, therefore, have the
same problems as when dealing with textual languages and writing compilers
or other tools that automatically process sentences of the specified language.
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As for textual languages, one distinguishes between concrete and abstract syn-
tax. Concrete syntax determines the visual appearance of a diagram and its
diagram components, whereas abstract syntax represents the overall structure
of a diagram that may be used, e.g., for computing a beautified layout or as
a first step towards a semantic description.

Tools can enforce syntactic correctness of diagrams that are created in or
by the tool in two different ways: Syntax-directed editors provide some editing
operations that transform a syntactically correct diagram into another syn-
tactically correct diagram. The user, therefore, cannot create a syntactically
incorrect diagram with syntax directed editing. Free-hand editors follow a
different approach. They allow to arrange diagram components arbitrarily on
the screen and thus offer maximum editing freedom to the user. However,
syntactically incorrect diagrams may result. While syntax-directed editors
can maintain an abstract model (the abstract syntax) of the diagram when
changing it by predefined operations, this is not possible for free-hand editing.
Time-consuming syntax analysis must be performed whenever the correctness
of the diagram has to be checked or its abstract syntax is required.

In the literature, many different approaches for syntax specification of VLs
have been presented. [11] gives a nice summary of such approaches. Actually,
two main classes of approaches can be distinguished: those that use graphs
as an internal data structure (even if the VL does not consist of plain graphs)
and those that do not.

Examples of the latter approach are VLCC resp. VLDesk based on Po-
sitional grammars [5,6] and Penguins based on Constraint Multiset Gram-
mars [3]. All of them provide free-hand editing without syntax-directed edit-
ing. Some examples of the former are the meta-modeling based tool AToM

3

[7], Kogge based on graph schemas [9], Moses using assertions [10], Gen-

GEd using graph transformations [2], VisPro based on confluent graph gram-
mars [19], VL-Eli resp. its successor DEViL using a pattern based approach
for specifications and trees for internal structures [17], and DiaGen [12,13,14]
using hypergraph grammars. DiaGen is described in this paper. All of them
except VisPro and DiaGen support syntax-directed editing only. VisPro

supports free-hand editing while DiaGen supports both editing approaches.

Avoiding graphs as an internal model is appealing as syntax specification
works on diagrams directly; no additional overhead, i.e., the internal graph
model, has to be maintained. On the other hand, using a graph as an internal
model of a diagram has many benefits: syntax-directed editors require such an
internal mode, semantics specification and integration with other languages is
much easier and so on.

This paper describes a lecture together with an exercise which have been
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given by the author at the SegraVis Summer-School at Schloss Dagstuhl in
May 2004. The paper presents in a tutorial like way the DiaGen approach
of defining visual language syntax with graphs, actually hypergraphs. The
exercise that belonged to the lecture and which consisted of specifying the
syntax of Statechart diagrams has been used as a running example in this
paper.

The next section briefly introduces into the DiaGen framework that allows
for automatically generating free-hand and, at the same time, syntax-directed
editors from a formal language specification. Syntax definition using hyper-
graphs as a formal diagram model is the main part of such a specification.
Section 3 introduces the concept of hypergraphs which is basically an exten-
sion of the concept of directed graphs. A hypergraph is used as an internal
graph model. This hypergraph model is subject to lexical analysis in a way
quite similar to conventional compiler construction. A reduced hypergraph
model is the result of this processing step. Section 4 then describes how di-
agram languages can be specified by hypergraph grammars in terms of such
reduced hypergraph models. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 DiaGen

DiaGen provides an environment for rapid development of diagram edi-
tors [13,14]. This section outlines this environment, and how it is used for cre-
ating a diagram editor that is tailored to a specific diagram language. DiaGen

can be used to create editors for a wide variety of diagram languages, e.g., fi-
nite automata, control flow diagrams, Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams, message
sequence charts, visual expression diagrams, sequential function charts, and
ladder diagrams [12,13]. Actually we are not aware of a diagram language
that cannot be specified so that it can be processed with DiaGen.

2.1 The DiaGen structure

DiaGen is completely implemented in Java and consists of an editor frame-

work and the DiaGen designer. 2 Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of DiaGen,
and how it is used for developing diagram editors. The DiaGen editor frame-
work, as a collection of Java classes, provides the generic functionality needed
for editing and analyzing diagrams. Furthermore, DiaGen consists of the
DiaGen designer, a GUI based specification tool together with a code gener-
ator. In order to create an editor for a specific diagram language, the editor
developer uses the DiaGen designer and specifies all aspects of the diagram

2 DiaGen is free software, available from http://www.unibw.de/inf2/DiaGen.
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Fig. 1. Generating diagram editors with DiaGen.

language, i.e., the visual appearance of the diagram language’s components,
the language syntax, semantics, layout, and complex editing operations. This
specification is internally represented by an XML document that is translated
into Java code by the DiaGen designer’s code generator. Additional program
code which is written “manually” can be supplied too. This may be necessary
for processing objects of the problem domain, e.g., for semantic processing
when the editor is used as a component in another software system.

The generated classes, together with the editor framework and the man-
ually written code, implement an editor for the specified diagram language.
This editor can be used as a stand-alone program, but also as a software com-
ponent since the editor framework and the generated program code conform
with the JavaBeans standard, the software component model for Java.

Diagram editors that have been developed using DiaGen (we call them
“DiaGen editors” below) provide the following features:

• DiaGen editors always support free-hand editing so that the editor user can
arbitrarily create, delete, and modify diagram components (e.g., rectangles
and arrows which represent states and transitions in Statechart diagrams),
as with an off-the-shelf drawing tool. After each editing operation, the editor
analyzes the “drawing” according to the syntax of the diagram language,
and informs the user about syntax errors.

• Well-formed diagrams can be translated into a semantic or external repre-
sentation, e.g., an XML document representing its structure. This process
is driven by the syntactic analysis.

• The developer of a DiaGen editor may also specify compound operations
for syntax-directed editing. Each of these operations is geared to modify the
meaning of the diagram (e.g. for trees, a node could be deleted, together
with its incoming edge and its whole sub-tree).
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Fig. 2. Architecture of a diagram editor based on DiaGen.

• Automatic layout is another optional feature of DiaGen editors. It is oblig-
atory when syntax-directed editing operations are specified. The automatic
layout mechanism adjusts the layout of a diagram (i.e., position, size etc.
of its components) after any modification. Automatic layout also assists
free-hand editing: After each layout modification by the user, the layout
mechanism updates the diagram so that its structure remains unchanged.
DiaGen offers constraints for specifying the layout mechanism in a declar-
ative way, and a programming interface for plugging in other layout mech-
anisms.

2.2 The DiaGen editor architecture

Fig. 2 shows the structure that is common to all DiaGen editors and will be
described below. Rounded rectangles are data structures, and rectangles rep-
resent functional components. Gray rectangles are parts of the editor frame-
work which have been adjusted by the DiaGen program generator based
on the specification of the diagram language. Arrows represent flow of in-
formation. If not labeled, information flow means reading resp. creating the
corresponding data structures.

The editor supports free-hand editing by means of the included drawing
tool which is part of the editor framework, but which has been adjusted by
the program generator. With this drawing tool, the editor user can create,
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arrange and modify diagram components which are specific to the diagram lan-
guage. Editor specific program code which has been created by the DiaGen

designer’s program generator from the language specification is responsible
for the visual representation of these language specific components. Examples
are rounded rectangles or arrows in Statechart diagrams. The drawing tool
creates the data structure of the diagram as a set of diagram components
together with their attributes (position, size, etc.).

The sequence of processing steps which starts with the modeler and ends
with attribute evaluation realizes diagram analysis which is necessary for free-
hand editing: The modeler first transforms the diagram into an internal model,
the hypergraph model. This model completely represents the diagram’s struc-
ture by means of a hypergraph. The hypergraph model and the concept of
hypergraphs as a generalization of the concept of directed graphs will be pre-
sented in the next section. For this brief overview it is sufficient to know that
hypergraphs have turned out to be a suitable data structure for representing
the diagram’s structure and acting as a starting point for checking a diagram
with respect to its syntax and semantics.

The following task of analyzing the hypergraph model is quite similar to
familiar compiler techniques: The reducer – which corresponds to the scan-

ner of a compiler – lexically analyzes the hypergraph model and creates a
reduced hypergraph model which is then syntactically analyzed by the hyper-
graph parser. This processing step identifies maximal parts of diagram that
are (syntactically) correct and provides visual feedback to the user by color-
ing each correct subdiagram with a different color. A correct diagram is thus
entirely colored with just a single color, and errors are indicated by missing
colors. Driven by the syntactic structure of each subdiagram and similar to the
semantic analysis step of compilers, attribute evaluation is then used to create
a semantic (or just an external) representation for each of these subdiagrams.

The layouter modifies attributes of diagram components and thus the di-
agram layout by using information which has been gathered by the reducer

and the parser or by attribute evaluation. The layouter is responsible for di-
agram beautification [4] and for maintaining the diagram structure after user
interaction. The latter is necessary if, e.g., the user changes the size of a dia-
gram component which forces other components to change their size, too. Of
course, the layouter can be switched off if the diagram structure is changed
deliberately.

The layouter is required for syntax-directed editing, too: Syntax-directed
editing operations are specified by programmed hypergraph transformations
(cf. [13]) which get selected by the user. Each editing operation is executed
by the hypergraph transformer which directly modifies the hypergraph model
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primarily. Each operation may make use of information from the reduced
hypergraph model or the derivation structure which has been generated during
the previous diagram analysis step. The operation may affect the diagram,
too. However, it is restricted to add or remove diagram components whose
component hyperedges are added resp. removed by transformations to the
HGM. 3 As illustrated in Fig. 2, hypergraph transformations do not affect
the diagram directly. Instead, regular diagram analysis is started after the
HGM has been processed by reducer, parser, and attribute evaluation. It is
the layouter’s task to adapt the diagram based on the information collected
during this process. Please note that any component hyperedge that has been
added or removed by transformation of the HGM has been accompanied by
adding resp. removing the corresponding diagram component.

3 Hypergraphs and hypergraph models

As described before, diagrams are translated into a hypergraph model and
then a reduced hypergraph model which is then syntactically analyzed by
a parser. The reduced hypergraph model, therefore, is the main model of a
diagram; the syntax of a visual language is specified with respect to this model.
This section describes the concept of hypergraphs as it is used for modeling
diagrams in a concise way, hypergraph models and the process of transforming
the hypergraph model into the reduced one. The next section discusses syntax
definition of visual languages in terms of their reduced hypergraph models.

3.1 Hypergraphs

Hypergraphs are an extension of directed graphs; a hypergraph consists of a
finite set of nodes and a finite set of hyperedges. Each hyperedge is attached
to some nodes; these nodes are called visited by the hyperedge. Visiting no
node is allowed, too. The attachments of hyperedges are labeled such that
different attachments can be distinguished by their labels. A directed graph
can be considered as a specific hypergraph where each hyperedge visits exactly
two nodes (which may be identical) by their attachments source and target.
Moreover, hyperedges are typed over a given ranked alphabet. The number of
nodes being visited by a hyperedge (the arity of the hyperedge) is determined
by the rank of its type, i.e., different hyperedges of the same type visit the
same number of nodes.

3 Please note that this does not provide extra functionality; adding resp. removing diagram
components is rather required such that the following diagram analysis step does not remove
resp. add the component hyperedges again.
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Hypergraphs are drawn as shown in Fig. 3: Nodes are represented by black
dots. Hyperedges are drawn as rectangles, possibly with rounded corners,
which are connected to their attached nodes by thin lines which carry the
attachment labels. Binary hyperedges, i.e., hyperedges with arity 2, may be
drawn as fat arrows connecting the attached nodes. Hyperedge types are
written close to the arrow or inside of the (rounded) rectangle.

3.2 Hypergraph models

Diagram components (e.g., rounded rectangles and arrows in Statechart di-
agrams) have attachment areas, i.e., the parts of the components that are
allowed to connect to other components (e.g., the endpoints of an arrow as
well as the arrow itself which may be “connected” to its annotation). The
most general and yet simple formal description of such a component is a hy-
peredge; attachment areas of a component are represented by nodes which are
visited by the component’s hyperedge. These nodes and component hyperedges

first make up an unconnected hypergraph. The modeler connects nodes by
additional relationship edges if the corresponding attachment areas are related
in a specific way, which is described in the specification.

The following paragraphs describe hypergraph models and the process of
creating them in more detail. Statechart diagrams are used as a running
example.

Statechart diagrams are essentially finite state machines which consist of
states and transitions between states. Initial and final states are drawn as
dots resp. dots with surrounding circles. Other states are represented by
rounded rectangles with optional textual labels. Transitions between states
are drawn as connecting arrows and may be annotated with text. Rounded
rectangles may contain other statechart diagrams. A state is called and-state

if the corresponding rounded rectangle is divided into several compartments
by dashed lines (cf. Fig. 3). States are called xor-states if they do not contain
any dashed line, i.e., if there is only one compartment (cf. Fig. 6). States
without any contained Statechart diagram are called plain states. As this
paper is dealing with syntax definitions only, we omit the semantics of those
different states.

Statechart diagrams are modeled with a hypergraph model in the follow-
ing way: Initial states, final states, and rounded rectangles as states are each
represented by a single hyperedge of type dot, circledot, resp. rect. Each
of these visual components have a single attachment area which covers the
component’s area, i.e., dot, circledot, and rect hyperedges visit a single node.
Please note that plain states, and-states and xor-states are not distinguished
by their visual component resp. component hyperedge. Those kinds of states
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will be distinguished by analysis of the hypergraph model. Transitions are
represented by arrow hyperedges that visit three nodes. The corresponding
attachment areas are the endpoints resp. the arrow itself. The latter attach-
ment area is used for attaching annotations. The attachments of an arrow

hyperedge are labeled from, to, resp. label. Text hyperedges (that are not
used in Fig. 3) represent transition annotations. They also visit a single node
which represents the text’s visual area. Finally, dashed lines are represented
by dashed hyperedges which have a single attachment area, too.

Spatial relationships between Statechart components are represented by at

and in edges. Containment of a state in another state is represented by an in

edge which starts at the node of the former state’s hyperedge (which may be
a dot, circledot, or a rect hyperedge) and ends at the node of the latter state’s
rect hyperedge. Containment of dashed lines is represented in the same way.
An at edge connects the node of a transition’s endpoint with the node of the
state where the transition starts or end. At edges are used for representing
annotations being attached to transitions as well.

The hypergraph modeler creates the hypergraph model from the diagram
in the following way: For each diagram component, the representing hyperedge
together with its visited nodes are added to the hypergraph which makes up
an unconnected hypergraph after this step. Relationship edges are added
between nodes in the next step. The diagram language specification has to
describe the conditions under which specific nodes have to be connected by
relationship edges of a certain type. This is done by assigning to each pair of
attachment area types some conditions on their parameters (like position and
size) and relationship edges which have to connect the nodes that represent
attachment areas of the specified type satisfying the condition.

Let us consider the statechart example again and let a rounded rectangle
contain another one, i.e., the attachment area of the outer rectangle contains
the attachment area of the inner one as shown in Fig. 3. The modeler then has
to add an in edge between the attachment areas’ corresponding nodes. Similar
rules have to be specified for annotations near arrows 4 , arrows starting and
ending at states etc.

Figure 3 shows a Statechart diagram and its corresponding hypergraph
model. The statechart consists of an and-state which contains two simple sub-
statecharts. The and-state is represented by the top-most rect-hyperedge. The
and-state contains a dashed line being represented by the dashed hyperedge
whose node is connected to the and-state’s node by an in relationship edge.

4 Actually, the situation is more complicated for annotations: The specification, e.g., has
to deal with annotations which are close to several transitions. These complicated rules can
be specified in DiaGen, but are omitted here.
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Containment of the four states is represented in the same way. The and-
state contains four states and two transitions. Please note that containment
of states is represented by in edges. However, containment of transitions
is not represented by a corresponding relationship edge. This is so because
transitions may cross hierarchy in statecharts, i.e., a transition may start
within an xor-state and end at a state outside of the xor-state. Please note
also that the hypergraph model as it is shown in Fig. 3 does not completely
represent the Statechart diagram as, e.g., the information about the position
of the dashed line and the relative position of the contained states appears to
be lost. Actually, such additional position information is stored in node and
hyperedge attributes which are omitted here for simplicity.

3.3 Reduced hypergraph models

Hypergraph models represent diagrams in a very straight-forward way. Each
component hyperedge represents a single diagram component, and each rela-
tionship edge describes a relationship between two components. Such hyper-
graph models are less suited for syntactic analysis. The situation is basically
the same as with compilers for textual languages: Compilers do not syntac-
tically analyze character streams. Instead, the character stream is lexically
analyzed producing a stream of tokens; each token is representing a sequence
of characters like an identifier or a keyword. Other characters may be omitted
completely in the token stream, e.g., comments or white spaces. Lexical anal-
ysis is performed prior to syntactic analysis because the number of tokens is
less than the number of characters. The combination of both analysis steps is
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more efficient since lexical analysis can be implemented in a more efficient way
than syntactic analysis. Moreover, efficient parsing algorithms with limited
look-ahead (e.g., LALR(k) [1]) could not be applied to a stream of charac-
ters which, e.g., may contain identifiers and comments of arbitrary length.
However, efficient parsers can be successfully used with token streams.

Reducing the hypergraph is even more necessary for hypergraph parsing
as there are no really efficient parsers. Whereas the core of programming
languages is context-free and parsers have linear or at least cubic time com-
plexity, parsing for general hypergraphs languages is NP-complete and polyno-
mial for context-free hypergraph languages [8]. However, there are only very
few diagram languages 5 whose hypergraph models make up a context-free
hypergraph language. Reducing the hypergraph model, which produces the
reduced hypergraph model, has thus two main reasons: parsing of the smaller
reduced hypergraph model is faster. The reducer, i.e., lexical analysis of the
hypergraph model, is more efficient than the parser. As for analyzing textual
languages, combining lexical and syntactic analysis results in faster diagram
analysis. And, even more important, reducing the hypergraph model results
in hypergraphs of simpler structure which allow for faster parsing algorithms.

This is so for Statechart diagrams, too. For instance, in relationship edges
are added whenever a state is contained in another one. That means that there
are not only in relationship edges between a state and a directly contained one,
but also to all contained states of the inner one, i.e., the in relationship edges
represent the transitive closure of the containment relation between states
which makes hypergraph models with deep hierarchies large and difficult to
parse. Reducing the hypergraph model avoids these problems. The reducer is
specified in terms of reduction rules which are like graph transformation rules,
that will be discussed in more detail in the next section. Differences between
reduction rules and graph transformation rules are described in detail in [13].

Figure 4 shows a reduction rule for Statechart diagrams. If the left hand

5 Actually, we are aware of only very few of such languages, e.g., trees and Nassi-
Shneiderman diagrams [15].
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side of the rule can be found in the hypergraph model, the right hand side is
added to the reduced hypergraph model. The left hand side mainly consists
of two nodes a and b and a connecting in edge. The gray, crossed out parts
are sub-hypergraphs (so-called negative application conditions) which must
not be present, i.e., their existence prevents this rule from being applied. The
upper one contains two in edges. Therefore, this rule cannot be applied if
the matched in relationship edge does not represent direct containment of
states. The other negative application condition prevents this rule from being
applied if the outer state contains a dashed line, i.e., if this state is an and-
state. Therefore, this rule is applied to xor-states and their directly contained
states.

Figure 5 shows a simple Statechart diagram without nested states together
with its reduced hypergraph model. The statechart is taken from the Phone
example that is described elsewhere in this volume. Each regular state is rep-
resented by a state hyperedge; the initial state is modeled by the initState hy-
peredge. The textual name of a state is not shown in the reduced hypergraph
model. Transitions are represented by hyperedges that visit three nodes: the
from node and the to node indicate source and target of the transition. An-

notation hyperedges which visit the label node of the corresponding transition
hyperedge represent the textual annotation of a transition. Please note that
reduced hypergraph models use hyperedge types different from hypergraph
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models in order to avoid any mix-up with hypergraph models.

As a second example, Fig. 6 shows a Statechart diagram consisting of
an xor-state with a simple contained statechart together with its reduced
hypergraph model. Its nested hyperedges have been created using the rule of
Fig. 4.

And as a third example, Fig. 7 shows the reduced hypergraph model for the
Statechart diagram and its hypergraph model in Fig. 3. Please note that the
reduction rule in Fig. 4 was not applied here as the containing state is an and-
state instead of an xor-state. The different compartments of the and-state are
indicated by and hyperedges, and the contained statecharts are again modeled
by nested edges that connect to nodes being visited by those and hyperedges
rather than by state edge.

4 Hypergraph grammars

Syntactic analysis of a diagram’s reduced hypergraph model requires a syntax
definition of the diagram language in terms of its language of reduced hyper-
graph models. DiaGen uses a grammar-based approach which is again quite
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similar to compilers of textual programming languages. Hypergraph gram-
mars, which are a straight-forward extension of Chomsky grammars, are used
for specifying the syntax of diagram languages.

4.1 Context-free hypergraph grammars

Context-free hypergraph grammars (also called hyperedge replacement gram-

mars [8]) are an extension of context-free grammars. They consist of two
finite, non-empty, and disjoint sets of hyperedge types, the terminal and the
non-terminal ones. One of the non-terminal hyperedge types is called the
starting type. A context-free hypergraph grammar also consists of a finite set
of productions of the following form: Left-hand side and right hand side of a
production consist of a hypergraph each. The left one has a single hyperedge,
whose type is non-terminal, and a corresponding number of nodes that are
visited by this hyperedge. The right-hand side is an arbitrary hypergraph.
Its hyperedges may have terminal and non-terminal types. Finally, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between all nodes of the left-hand side and a subset
of the right-hand side nodes, i.e., the right-hand side has to have at least as
many nodes as the left-hand side.
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Figure 8 shows a set of context-free productions. Left-hand side and
right-hand side are separated by the symbol ::=. As for Chomsky gram-
mars, L ::= R1|R2| · · · |Rn

is used as an abbreviation for n productions L ::=
R1, L ::= R2, . . . , L ::= R

n
. Hyperedges with terminal type are drawn as rect-

angles, those with non-terminal type as rounded rectangles. Corresponding
nodes of the left-hand side and the right-hand side are labeled with the same
italic letters. Please note that hyperedges with arity 0 do not visit any node.
Examples in Fig. 8 are hyperedges of type SC, Init, and Nodes. Please note
also that productions P10 and P11 are not context-free productions. They
are considered later.

A production is a graph (or rather hypergraph) transformation rule that
may be applied to a hypergraph G if the left-hand side can be found in G. The
occurrence of the left-hand side, i.e., the matched hyperedge is removed from
G, and a copy of the production’s right-hand side is inserted instead. The
correspondence between left-hand side and right-hand side nodes describes
how the copy of the right-hand side gets connected to the remainder of G.
Nodes of the right-hand side are actually not copied when inserting the right-
hand side, the corresponding nodes of the remainder of G, i.e., those nodes
which have been visited by the deleted hyperedge, are rather “reused” instead.
The resulting hypergraph G′ is said to be derived from G, G ⇒ G′.
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Figure 9 shows a sequence of derivations starting at a hypergraph which
solely consists of a non-terminal SC hyperedge 6 without any node. In the first
derivation step, this hyperedge is replaced by two non-terminal hyperedges
Init and Nodes using production P2. The next derivation replaces the Init

hyperedge using production P3. The last but one derivation uses production
P10 which is not described yet as P10 is not a context-free production.

A hypergraph grammar specifies a hypergraph language in terms of deriva-
tions similar to Chomsky grammars. A hypergraph H belongs to a grammar’s
language if it does not contain any non-terminal hyperedge and if there is a
derivation sequence, i.e., a sequence of derivation steps, from a starting hy-
pergraph to H . A starting hypergraph consists of a single hyperedge with its
visited nodes and the grammar’s starting type as hyperedge type. An effi-
cient parser for context-free hypergraph grammars in the context of diagram
languages has been described in [12,13].

4.2 Context-free hypergraph grammars with embeddings

It has turned out that context-free hypergraph grammars are not expressive
enough for specifying diagram language syntax. Most diagram languages are
inherently context-sensitive. However, while there are polynomial time parsers
for context-free hypergraph grammars [8], there are no efficient parsers avail-
able for non-context-free hypergraph languages. 7 However, the parser for
context-free hypergraph grammars proposed in [12,13] can be easily extended
to a slightly more expressive kind of hypergraph grammar whose expressive-
ness has turned out to be sufficient for all kinds of diagram languages so
far. These hypergraph grammars may have embedding productions as another
kind of productions. An embedding production consists of an arbitrary hy-
pergraph on its left-hand side, and of the same hypergraph on the right-hand
side, however with some additional hyperedges. By using this production,
those hyperedges get embedded into the context of the left-hand side, hence
this production kind’s name. There is an application condition for such pro-
ductions: The context, i.e., the match of the left-hand side must not have
been derived from another embedded edge. 8

6 For simplicity, we use the term non-terminal hyperedge instead of hyperedge with non-
terminal hyperedge type.
7 There is a parser for quite general graph grammars, which is easily extended to hypergraph
grammars, by Rekers and Schürr [16], but it has exponential time complexity. Zhang has
proposed a polynomial time parser for non-context-free hypergraph grammars [19], however
such grammars have to be confluent which is a severe restriction for language design.
8 This might appear to be a severe restriction. Usually, grammar classes are distinguished
by their productions. For Chomsky grammars, we distinguish regular, context-free, or
context-sensitive productions. Embedding productions additionally restrict the derivation
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Productions P10 and P11 of Fig. 8 are embedding productions: P10 em-
beds a single terminal transition hyperedge into a context, P11 embeds an
additional annotation hyperedge.

4.3 Statechart diagrams without nested states

Figure 8 shows the productions of a context-free hypergraph grammar with
embeddings for the language of all reduced hypergraph models for Statechart
diagrams without nested states, i.e., without xor-states and and-states. The
production has SC, Init, Nodes, and State as non-terminal hyperedge types.
SC is the starting type. Terminal types are initState, finalState, state, tran-

sition, loop, and annotation. Please note that these terminal hyperedges have
to be created by the reducer. Productions P1, P2, . . . , P7 are responsible for
creating all states and the unique transition from the initial state (represented
by the black dot in the Statechart diagram). Productions P8 and P9 create
loops, i.e., transitions from a state to the same state again. Loops are repre-
sented by a loop hyperedge whereas transitions from a state to another state
are represented by transition hyperedges. That way, transition hyperedges do
not have to visit the same node twice if they had to represent loops, too. It is
the reducer’s task to distinguish these two kinds of transitions. P10 and P11
are the embedding productions that add transitions between any two states.
The transition target may be a plain state or a final state, as the to node of the
embedded transition hyperedge is visited by a non-terminal State hyperedge.
However, the source state has to be a plain state, because the from node is
visited by a terminal state hyperedge. P8 and P10 create transitions without
any annotation, P9 and P10 create transitions with annotations.

Figure 9 shows the derivation of the reduced hypergraph model of the
protocol statechart of the interface Phone2Line as it shown in Fig. 5 and
as it is presented in the examples being described elsewhere in this volume.
This derivation proves that the reduced hypergraph model is a member of the
language being generated by the presented hypergraph grammar.

process as hyperedges that have been derived from an embedded edge must not participate
in a context of a later application of an embedding production. However, this restriction
can also be modeled differently in the following way: there are two sets of non-terminal
hyperedge types; the context of each embedding production consists of non-terminal hyper-
edges from the one set, whereas the embedded hyperedges are from the other set or terminal
hyperedges. Context-free productions have to use hyperedges from the same set on both
sides.
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Fig. 10. Hypergraph grammar (together with the productions in Fig. 8) for Statechart diagrams
with xor-states

4.4 Statechart diagrams with xor-states

Let us now consider Statechart diagrams with xor-states, however without
and-states yet. The reduced hypergraph models of such statecharts are similar
to the ones without nested states. However, directly nested states are indicated
by nested hyperedges as described before and shown in Fig. 6, i.e., the reduced
hypergraph model is a kind of flattened version of the Statechart diagram with
explicit representation of hierarchy by nested hyperedges.

The syntax definition of such Statechart diagrams is the same grammar as
discussed for Statechart diagrams without nested states, however with some
additional productions which are shown in Fig. 10. Production P12 is the
third alternative how non-terminal State hyperedges may be derived. P12
defines an xor-state with a complete statechart inside which is represented
by the nonterminal SC’ hyperedge. Non-terminals SC’, Init’, and Nodes’ are
“nested” versions of SC, Init, and Nodes, respectively. The “nested” versions
visit a node which is also visited by the state hyperedge representing the
containing state. Productions P13, P14, . . . , P17 are “nested” versions of the
productions P1, P2, . . . , P5. The new productions take care of connecting
each new node with a nested hyperedge to the node of the containing state

hyperedge. The “old” productions P8, P9, P10, and P11 can be used inside
nested states and for hierarchy-crossing transitions, too.

4.5 Statechart diagrams with xor-states and and-states

Finally, we extend the syntax definition to Statechart diagrams that may
contain and-states, too. Compartments of and-states are represented by and

hyperedges as shown in Fig. 7: A terminal state hyperedge models plain states,
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Fig. 11. Hypergraph grammar (together with the productions in Fig. 8 and Fig. 10) for Statechart
diagrams with xor- and and-states

xor-states, and now and-states, too. An and-state is distinguished from the
other ones by and hyperedges that connect the state hyperedges’s node with
new nodes. Those new nodes act as the and-state’s compartments containing
complete statecharts which are “connected“ to these nodes by nested hyper-
edges.

Figure 11 shows the productions that, together with the productions in
Figures 8 and 10, define the syntax of our complete Statechart diagram lan-
guages. Production P18 is the fourth alternative how non-terminal State hy-
peredges may be derived. P18, P19, and P20 define and-states with at least
two compartments that contain a complete nested statechart each. The con-
tained statechart is indicated by the non-terminal SC’ hyperedge that can be
derived by productions P13 and P14.

The productions P8, P9, P10, and P11 can be used inside nested states
and for hierarchy-crossing transitions, too. In statecharts with and-states,
however, there are some prohibited transitions, e.g., from a state in one com-
partment to a state in another compartment of the same and-state. Specifying
such a restriction is difficult with a plain grammar formalism. DiaGen, there-
fore, allows specifying additional application conditions when parsing certain
productions. In the Statechart diagram example with and-states, parsing of
productions P10 and P11 have to be restricted in such a way that the con-
nected states are not contained in different compartments of the same and-
node. This situation can be easily detected by checking whether a path exists
from node a to node b satisfying the following path expression:

(nested(inner , outer) | and(inner , outer))+ ·

and(inner , outer) · and(outer , inner) ·

(nested(outer , inner) | and(outer , inner))+

This expression requires the path running up the hierarchy along and or
nested hyperedges (first line), then up an and hyperedge and down another
and hyperedge (second line), and finally an arbitrary number of and or nested

hyperedges down the hierarchy (third line). The attachment names in the
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annotation(e)transition(b,d,e)

Fig. 12. Derivation DAG for the reduced hypergraph model and derivation shown in Fig. 9.

parentheses indicate the direction how the specified edge has to be traversed.
Operator | indicates choice, · sequential composition, and + repetition at least
once.

4.6 Derivation trees and derivation DAGs

A derivation sequence for a reduced hypergraph model as shown in Fig. 9
proves that a reduced hypergraph model (and hence the represented diagram)
is syntactically correct, but its syntactic structure is best represented by a
derivation tree (derivation structure in Fig. 2) in the case of a context-free hy-
pergraph grammar. The root of a derivation tree represents the non-terminal
hyperedge of the starting hypergraph, and the (terminal) hyperedges of the
reduced hypergraph model are represented as leaves of the tree. Each inner
node together with its children represents one of the derivation steps as usual.
The only difference to derivation trees of context-free Chomsky grammars
is that nodes are not just symbols, but hyperedges which visit nodes of the
hypergraph.

Derivation steps using embedding productions cannot be represented by
a node together with its children; each embedded hyperedge is rather child
to each of its context hyperedges. Instead of a tree, a DAG (directed acyclic
graph) is the result of syntactic analysis. Fig. 12 shows this DAG for the
derivation shown in Fig. 9. Hyperedges as node of the DAG are written as
their edge labels together with the labels of their visited nodes in parentheses.
Solid DAG edges represent derivation steps using context-free productions,
whereas dashed DAG edges represent embedding production derivations.

The derivation DAG is the syntactic analysis result of a visual DiaGen

editor and it is the starting point of further processing steps, i.e., automatic
layout and semantic analysis in terms of attribute evaluation. Details on those
steps can be found in [12,13].
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5 Conclusions

This paper has presented in a tutorial like way how syntax of visual languages
can be specified in terms of hypergraphs and hypergraph grammars as it is
used in the DiaGen framework. This approach had been strongly influenced
by standard techniques used for generating compilers for textual languages.
However, the grammar-based approach appears to be more difficult to manage
and to be applied by novice users than the meta-model approach which defines
syntax of languages by meta-models quite similar to class diagrams for object-
oriented programs. This is so probably because of this similarity and the
experience of almost every programmer with this way of modeling. Current
work on the DiaGen framework, therefore, covers the integration of meta-
modeling as an alternative way of syntax definition into the framework.
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